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Literacy 

This week, the children will look at past perfect tenses. They will learn that, the past perfect tense is for talking 

about something that happened before something else. To support their learning, the children will learn the 

formula for the past perfect tense: had + [past participle]. The children will also understand that, it doesn’t 

matter if the subject is singular or plural; the formula doesn’t change. At home, the children can create their 

own set of sentences using past perfect tenses and you can play a game as a family to find out who can write 

the most.  

Maths  

The children will continue their learning of negative numbers. They will use their knowledge of counting back-

wards from 0 to calculate addition and subtraction sums. To support their understanding, the children will 

learn the rule of calculating with negative numbers. Understanding that, positive plus positive equals positive, 

positive plus a negative equals negative and negative plus a negative equals a positive to calculate multiple 

sums. At home, the children can continue with their learning by using the weather forecast on the BBC weather 

forecast to create their own calculations and work them out. Encourage your child to show their working out.  

Project 

In Project this week, the children will learn about the Japanese town Kamikatsu that produces zero waste. They 

will understand the importance of waste and the impact this has on our world. In addition to this, the children 

will identify the strategies that Kamikatsu town is doing to produce zero waste to help them create a detailed 

report. At home, the children can start following the strategies themselves and keep a journal of the different 

things they have done so far to produce zero waste.   

Science  

The children will complete an independent research task on gravity looking at the positive and the negatives 

of this. They will be encouraged to use the internet to search for answers and brainstorming research ques-

tions. At the end of their research, the children will share their ideas with their peers to collaborate on their 

answers. At home, the children can continue their learning by researching scientist Galileo Galilei. Encourage 

your child to write down why this scientists is famous for their work on gravity and compare them to Isaac 

Newton and Gladys West.  


